Cargo Mat

Cargo Net

Door Sills

$75.00

$93.00

$155.00

Designed to help protect the cargo area from
premature wear, the cargo mat is custom fitted to
the iQ, helping to ensure maximum protection.
Made of resilient, high-quality black nylon fibres that
are resistant to fading, the cargo mat’s non-slip
rubber backing helps ensure it stays in place while
the vehicle is in motion.

Custom-crafted for the cargo area, the cargo net is
designed to hold a variety of everyday items and
ensure they don’t shift around or tip over. The cargo
net features durable netting that attaches to defined
points in the rear cargo area, making it easily
accessible. The cargo net can be installed or
detached in seconds, and folds flat for storage
when not in use.

Designed to protect the painted area of the iQ’s
door sills from scuffs, scrapes and scratches, the
Door Sills feature a distinctive Scion logo and add
customized styling that lend a personal touch to the
vehicle. They’re made from durable stainless steel
with a plastic backing. Crafted for a precision fit and
finish, these Door Sills install quickly and easily.

Fog Lights

Fog Lights

Hood Deflector

$370.00

$315.00

$174.00

Designed to complement the lines of your vehicle,
the fog light kit features high-performance halogen
bulbs that help enhance your visibility while driving.
They’re both corrosion- and shock-resistant and
feature an approved beam pattern. The fog light kit
helps complete a stylish and functional look for your
ride.
*Please note, Fog Lights are only available with the
Premium Pioneer Audio Upgrade.

Designed to complement the lines of your vehicle,
the fog light kit features high-performance halogen
bulbs that help enhance your visibility while driving.
They’re both corrosion- and shock-resistant and
feature an approved beam pattern. The fog light kit
helps complete a stylish and functional look for your
ride.
Manufacturer Installed Option ONLY.
*Please note, Fog Lights are only available with the
Premium Pioneer Audio Upgrade.

Made from thick, high-grade, tinted acrylic, the
deflector offers high impact resistance and reduces
the potential for road debris and insect damage.
The stylish wraparound design complements the
vehicle's appearance while providing extra
protection.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your Scion or Toyota dealership.

Paint Protection Film

Rear Spoiler

TRD Lowering Springs

$520.00

$421.00

$1,035.00

Genuine Scion paint protection film, made from the
highest grade 3M film and designed for the hood
and front fenders, helps guard your vehicle from
weathering, UV radiation and road debris that can
chip and scratch the finish. Constructed from
durable, nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane, the
clear-coated film helps your Scion maintain a
like-new appearance, while allowing you to clean
and maintain your vehicle the same as before.
Backed by a 7 year limited warranty.
At participating dealers only.

Made of high quality colour-matched ABS plastic to
ensure precisely sculpted detail and long-term
durability, the top-mounted rear spoiler adds a
sporty, integrated appearance that extends the iQ’s
roofline with some style.

TRD lowering springs lower the center of gravity of
the iQ by about 1.3” front and rear, enhancing the
vehicle’s on-road performance through quicker
turn-in, enhanced steering response and improved
cornering ability. Featuring TRD’s durable bold red
powder coat finish for superior corrosion resistance,
the lowering springs have been rigorously tested
and engineered to help ensure against rattles,
clunking or rubbing—even when pushed to the limit.

TRD Rear Sway Bar

Wheel Lock Set

16" Alloy Wheels

$440.00

$110.00

$1,080.00

Engineered by TRD to enhance the vehicle's
handling characteristics, the rear sway bar provides
a flatter, more stable cornering stance. Constructed
of high-quality spring steel, the sway bar features a
gloss red powder coat finish that resists corrosion
and protects against road damage, while providing
a striking visual enhancement to the vehicle.

Constructed of hardened steel with triple-nickel
chrome plating, Scion wheel locks help provide
inexpensive, dependable protection against wheel
and tire theft—along with peace-of-mind in knowing
wheels and tires are secure. Wheel locks can save
vehicle owners the time and expense of replacing
their wheels and tires, while also helping protect
against additional vehicle damage that can occur
during theft. Not to mention protection from being
stranded away from home or having to pay
out-of-pocket insurance deductibles. Wheel locks
are available in kits of four.

These alloy wheels feature eight split-spokes and a
truly unique finish that seems to shift from a dark
gunmetal to a bright polished silver. At 16” in
diameter, these wheels can replace the factory steel
wheels and use the factory tires for a low-cost,
high-impact upgrade!

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your Scion or Toyota dealership.

Premium Display Audio
System with Navigation
$1,025.00
The all-new Scion Premium Display Audio System
with Navigation boasts a number of advanced
features, as user-friendly and intuitive as they are
practical and innovative. With “One Shot” voice
commands, you can input navigation and audio
commands in English or French without the hassle
of long menus. The unit keeps you connected
through Bluetooth with advanced text-to-speech
capabilities for text messages and emails. In
addition, with the entire Gracenote Database at
your fingertips, completing your music collection
with cover art and artist/track information has never
been easier. The “Play More Like This” feature lets
you discover more music you love deep in your own
collection by finding similar songs to the one
currently playing using track metadata.
Manufacturer Installed Option ONLY.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your Scion or Toyota dealership.

